
Licenses Presentation



The Incal
by A. Jodorowsky and Moebius

The story
In a world of cruelty and decadence, John Difool, a measly low class licensed 

private detective, becomes the unwilling pawn in a cosmic plan to save the 
universe. From strange encounters to mystical experiences, he has no idea 

what his adventures have in store for him.
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Key Points

• A masterpiece which has influenced new generations of French comics (The Metabarons, 
The Technopriests, Megalex).

• A cinematic reference (inspired the screenplay for The Fifth Element by Luc Besson)
• A science fiction classic created by Moebius, an internationally acclaimed artist of 

comics (Arzach, Blueberry) and movie (Alien, Abyss) 
• A jubilant critique of modern-day society’s faults and flaws
• Mythical writer Jodorowsky, a prolific film director of EL Topo, the Holy  Mountain, 

The Dance of Reality and Endless Poetry



Books
Vol. 1 - The Black Incal (1981)
Vol. 2 - The Luminous Incal (1982)
Vol. 3 - What Lies Beneath (1983)
Vol. 4 - What Is Above (1985)
Vol. 5 - The Fifth Essence (Part I) (1988)
Vol. 6 - The Fifth Essence (Part II) (1988)
Deconstructing the Incal (2016)  by J. Annestay & C. Quillien

More than three million copies sold ! 
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Press

The Incal was one of the 6 comic books chosen to be sold along with the
French daily newspaper Libération during the summer of 2006

50,000 copies printed
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Foreign Editions

The Incal has been published in 
27 foreign languages: 

English
German

Spanish (ARG)
Spanish (SPA)

Catalan
Brazilian

Korean
Chinese

Japanese

More than 500,000 albums and 40,000 omnibuses sold abroad

Greek
Dutch

Hungarian
Islandic
Italian

Croatian
Macedonian

Polish
Portuguese

Norwegian
Russian
Serbian

Slovenian
Danish
Finnish

Swedish
Czech

Turkish 
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Merchandising

• Figurines (Démons et Merveilles)
• Mugs
• T-shirts (Narrow Escape)
• Laminium Lightning (Défense d’Afficher)
• Tarot cards (Le Diouris)
• Board Games (Why not Animation and Interactive)



Spin offs

This prequel dives us into the past of our 
favorite low class private investigator, John 
Difool, and tells the story of his youth.

6 books published between 1988 and 1995

More than 500,000 copies sold in France

Published in 16 foreign languages: English, 
Dutch, German, Italian, Japanese, Spanish, Portuguese, 
Brazilian, Danish, Finnish, Croatian, Serbian, Polish, 
Turkish, Greek and Czech.

More than 150,000 copies sold abroad

Before the Incal
by A. Jodorowsky and Janjetov
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The last cycle of the adventures of John 
Difool, After The Incal was not yet 
completed when Moebius stopped working 
on the series. When Jodorowsky discovered 
the talent of Jose Ladrönn, he rewrote 
After The Incal for him, which morphed 
into Final Incal.

After the Incal
by A. Jodorowsky, Moebius & Ladrönn
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Spin offs



The last episode of this mythical series

A complete series of 3 volumes published since
2008

Ladrönn combines the elegance and legibility
of Moebius with the technicality of Gimenez.
The Incal has never been better drawn

60,000 copies sold in France

Translated into 15 languages:
English, German, Spanish, Portuguese, Dutch,
Danish, Italian, Japanese, Finnish, Polish,
Turkish, Czech, Croatian, Brazilian and Serbian.

Final Incal
by A. Jodorowsky and Ladrönn
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Spin offs



Alejandro Jodorowsky has reached
agreement with Humanoids to develop two
comic book series set in The Incal universe,
with writer(s) & artists who would have
creative freedom to tell new stories, and both
play with existing characters and create new
ones.

Format: US Monthly Comics, 4 series up to 5
issues each, 20-28 pages per issue.

Incal: Wolfhead by Brandon Thomas
(Writer) and Pete Woods (Art) will come out
in Nov. 2021

The Incal comics 
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Spin offs



The Eyes of the Cat
by A. Jodorowsky and Moebius

The Story

12

In a desolate dreamscape world, a man,
a bird, and a cat interact in a unique
apocalyptic yet poetic fashion…

Alejandro Jodorowsky and Moebius,
creators of the Sci-Fi classic The Incal
weave a tale where words and images
alternate in mesmerizing fashion. This
epic story is a must-have for anyone who
has ever read a comic book!
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Key Points

• The very first collaboration between
visionary director and author Alejandro
Jodorowsky and legendary French comics
artist Moebius.

• A must-have for every comic book reader

• The pure and elegant style of Moebius
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Foreign Editions

The Eyes of the Cat has been 
published in 15 foreign languages

German
Italian
Dutch
Chinese
Spanish
Serbian
Danish
Finnish

English
Japanese
Croatian
Polish
Czech
Portugese (BRE)
Portugese (POR)
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Merchandising
Video Game (Manuel Ruiz Dupont)

Vinyl (Cabadra Records)



The Metabarons
by A. Jodorowsky & J. Gimenez

The Story

The Metabarons tells the story of
the ultimate bloodline of galactic
warriors: a grand scale space opera
about family, sacrifice, and survival
told within an immense universe,
both in scope and originality.

The series follows each successive
generation of Metabarons, which
struggles to overcome the forces
amassed against it in a galaxy
corrupted by greed, power, and
terror.
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Key Points 

• Majestically narrated by Gimenez’s
brilliant graphics

• A great public and critical success

• Featuring characters from cult series
The Incal

• A great success in the media all along
its publication (1992-2004), this
series has already become a classic.
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Books

Vol. 1 – Othon (1992)
Vol. 2 – Honorata (1993)
Vol. 3 – Aghnar (1995)
Vol. 4 – Oda (1997)
Vol. 5 – Steelhead (1998)
Vol. 6 – Dona Vincenta (1999)
Vol. 7 – Aghora (2002)
Vol. 8 – The Last Metabaron (2004)
La Maison des Ancêtres (2016)
Weapons of the Meta-baron (2008)

More than 1,400,000 copies sold
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Merchandising
• Key rings and Laminium Lightning (Défense d’Afficher)
• Bronze statue (Samuel Boulesteix)
• Composite resin statue (Édition Originale)
• Figurines (Splitter Verlag)
• Tarot Cards (Lo Scarabeo) 
• T-shirts (Narrow Escape)
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Foreign Editions

More than 500,000 books
sold abroad

German       English         Catalan
Croatian     Chinese     Spanish (ARG)
Danish       Hungarian    Spanish 
Italian       Portuguese   Brazilian
Dutch          Polish           Serbian
Czech          Greek            Swedish
Russian     Japanese    Spanish (Chile)

The Metabarons has been 
translated into 21 languages
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• This new series follows the
chronology of The Metabarons.

• Written by Jerry Frissen, based on a
Jodorowsky’s synopsis, the saga
consists of 4 two-volume cycles.

• 6 volumes have come out since
November 2015.

• Young talent, Valentin Sécher drew
the first two albums and then the fifth
and sixth album released in
September 2018.

Metabaron
by A. Jodorowsky, J. Frissen, V. Sécher & N. Henrichon
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Spin offs



The award-winning graphic novelist
Niko Henrichon (Pride of Bagdad, IGN
award for best original graphic novel in
2006) draws the 2nd cycle. Volume 3 &
4 were released in February 2017.

Following the success of the original
Metabarons series, the latest books
are translated into English, Dutch,
Italian, German, Spanish, Russian,
Polish, Czech and Croatian.

Metabaron
by A. Jodorowsky, J. Frissen, V. Sécher & N. Henrichon
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Spin offs



The Metabaron Genesis recounted the
extraordinary saga of the genealogy of the
galaxy’s ultimate warrior. And far from being
noble warriors with a code of honor, one will
discover they were in fact disloyal, vengeful
pirates born out of brutality and war.

2 volumes series is the fruitful collaboration
between legendary creator Jodorowsky and
artist Das Pastoras.

Translated into 11 languages:
German, English, Italian, Polish, Portuguese,
Spanish, Serbian, Danish, Dutch, Greek, Japanese.

Metabaron Genesis: Castaka
by A. Jodorowsky & Das Pastoras
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Spin offs



The Technopriests
by A. Jodorowsky, Z. Janjetov and F. Beltran 

The Technopriests tells the story of Abino, supreme Technopriest who 
remembers his achievements in his struggle to reach the highest rank of his 

order as he leads 500,000 apprentices to the promised land.

Each volume shows one step in his spiritual quest to become a 
Technopriest, the creator of virtual games who inspires everyone in the 

galaxy. From his birth to the time of narration, the story is about progress 
and the pursuit of a dream.  

The Story
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Key Points

• Realistic and skillful artwork by
the talented Zoran Janjetov.

• Science fiction just how we like it,
with an overwhelming number of
aliens and spaceships.

• A clever, breathtaking story by
critically acclaimed Alejandro
Jodorowsky.
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Books

Vol. 1: The Techno Pre-school (1998)
Vol. 2: The No Hope Penitentiary School (1999)
Vol. 3: Gameplanet (2000)
Vol. 4: Halkattrazz (2002)
Vol. 5: The Sect of the Techno-Bishops (2003)
Vol. 6: The Secrets of the Techno-Vatican (2004)
Vol. 7: The Perfect Game (2005)
Vol. 8: The Promised Galaxy (2006)

More than 600,000 copies sold in France
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Foreign Editions

The Technopriests has been published into 14 languages:
German, English, Italian, Serbian, Danish, Dutch, Croatian, 

Japanese, Korean, Spanish, Brazilian, Czech, Russian and Polish.

More than 150,000 copies sold abroad.
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In Mexico, wrestling is an integral part of society, and is known as Lucha
Libre. The wrestlers, more commonly known as Luchadores, wear masks 
that have very specific meanings to them, and are true heroes in real life! 

In the United States, where Latino culture’s influence is growing every day, 
the Lucha Libre has been increasingly popular.

The Story

Lucha Libre
by Jerry Frissen
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Key Points

• A young generation of writers and artists, influenced by Manga, and
American and French comics (Bill, Gobi, Fabien M, Tanquerelle and
Witko)

• Fast and furious sense of humour
• Colorful characters, who grow on you very easily
• Lucha Libre is featured as a magazine which includes several articles

and stories.
• The stories are now published in compilation books.
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Luchadores Five
by Jerry Frissen & Bill

Clad in their masks, they roam the
streets of L.A. searching for the enemy.
Each of them are skilled in Lucha
Libre, the Mexican wrestling where
best fighters are considered as semi-
gods.

Their names: Red Demon, Dr. Pantera,
Diablo Loco, King Karateca and their
leader: El Gladiator, an exceptionally
strong and intelligent man.
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Tequila was once part of the
Luchadores Five group of which he
was thrown out after a conflict with
El Gladiator, their leader.

He went into exile with his wife
Cheryl, to a trailer park in the
desert where his neighbours are as
poor as him.

Tequila
by Jerry Frissen & Gobi
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Well before the Luchadores Five, the
Tikitis, rough and tough fighters, were
roaming the streets of L.A.

Philoloco, Polynome Z, Cerebre X and
of course the Doctor Sumo were
heroes respected and feared by their
peers. However, as they grew older,
they decided to retreat to a pacific
island to enjoy a nice and peaceful
life.

This indecent new lifestyle for heroes
of their kind is disturbed overnight by
their arch enemy, the angry King
Katch.

The Tikitis
by Jerry Frissen & Fabien M.
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Six-year-old boy Melindez is a
Mexican Wrestling fan who is
already an enthusiastic fighter in the
field.

He trains everyday with the help of
his friends, to reach the heights of
the greatest Lucha Libre fighters, his
idols. But because he is just a kid, he
sometimes tends to exaggerate a
little.

Mexican Wrestling seen through the
eyes of a 6 years old.

Luchadoritos
by Jerry Frissen & Hervé Tanquerelle
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Foreign Editions

Lucha Libre magazine and the omnibus were 
translated and published in Spain, Italy, Japan and the 

United States (Image Comics).
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Merchandising
Art Toys (Muttpop, USA)
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Merchandising
T-shirts and accessories (Nekowear)
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Many colorful characters
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Bouncer
By A. Jodorowsky and F. Boucq

The Story
Born in a family marked by fate, Bouncer is a one-armed 

gunslinger trying to find his place in a violent and immoral world.

A series of cycles linked by Bouncer, who does what he can to 
bring peace to a decadent and miserable town. 

François Boucq’s wonderful graphics, combined with 
Jodorowsky’s well-known universe, have soon turned this gothic 

tale of the Old West into a classic.
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Key Points

• A grandiose and unique Western.
• An excellent plot that rivals Hollywood's 

finest films
• A great public success 
• Worldwide acclaimed by critics 
• Internationally renowned authors
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Books

Vol. 1 - Un diamant pour l’au-delà (2001)
Vol. 2 - La pitié des bourreaux (2002)
Vol. 3 - La justice des serpents (2003)
Vol. 4 - La vengeance du manchot (2005)
Vol. 5 - La proie des louves (2006)
Vol. 6 - La veuve noire (2008)
Vol. 7 - Cœur double (2009)

More than 500,000 copies sold
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Merchandising
Mobile phone logo (Mobyvillage)

Figurines (Figures et Vous)
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Foreign Editions

German         English          Polish
Danish        Spanish      Portuguese
Italian          Dutch          Serbian

Swedish        Turkish       Japanese 
Tamil         Finnish         Chinese

Croatian         Czech

More than 300,000 books sold abroad 

Bouncer has been translated into 
17 languages: 
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Sanctum
by Xavier Dorison & Christophe Bec

The Story

June 2029, after receiving a distress call from another submarine, the crew of the 
USS Nebraska explores the depths of massive underwater caverns and discover the 
shipwrecked of a 70-year-old Soviet submarine, lying next to a gigantic sanctuary.

The captain decides to send a patrol, that do not return. He decides to send out 
another team to find out what happened while time is running out. Dorison and Bec 

manage to turn what was to be a simple routine mission, into a gripping descent 
into hell. 
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Key Points 

• A gripping story following in the 
vein of the greatest sci-fi 
movies.

• Detailed artwork combined 
with a captivating storyline.

• A widespread public and critical 
success.

• Gifted and talented artists who 
keep us on tenterhooks 
throughout!
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Books

Vol. 1 - USS Nebraska (2001)
Vol. 2 - Discovery (2002)
Vol. 3 - Môt (2004)

More than 340,000 copies sold!
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Foreign Editions

Sanctum has been published in 9 languages:
English, German, Dutch, Danish, Italian, Spanish, Turkish, Polish, and 
Serbian
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Manga style adaptation of Sanctum was released in 2009
This version sets Dorison & Bec’s universe in a whole new way, delving even 

further into the storyline.
5 volumes released since 2009 

Sanctuaire Redux
by Stéphane Betbeder & Riccardo Crosa
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Spin offs



Sanctum Genesis
By X. Dorison, C. Bec, P. Thirault & Stefano Raffaele

This prolog brings together Christophe Bec 
and Philippe Thirault for the script and 
Stefano Raffaele in the drawings. They 
recreate the unique atmosphere of 
Sanctum.

The story traces back to the origins of the 
demonic nightmare in the backdrop of the 
Syrian desert.  

The first part of « Sanctum Genesis » 
came out in June 2015, followed by the 
second part in  October 2015.  
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Spin offs



I am Legion
by John Cassaday and Fabien Nury

The Story

Europe, December 1942. The global conflict has
reached a fever pitch. The Nazis are at the height
of their power, but the Allies have had their first
victories both in Stalingrad and in the Pacific.

A project code-named “Legion,” which consists
of a series of horrific tests that a young
Romanian girl with apparent supernatural
abilities must undergo. Her abilities, if fully
exploited by the Nazis, would give them
unimaginable power...

A game whose true players are two supernatural
entities with the war itself at stake!



Key Points

• A supernatural thriller drawn by the influential John Cassaday
(Astonishing X-men, Planetary, Union Jack) and written by prolific 
Fabien Nury (Il était une fois en France, W.E.S.T).

• An intriguing plot which can compete with Hollywood’s finest. A live-
action film adaptation by Cassaday is in the works.

• An international success acclaimed by the public and critics alike.
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Books

Vol. 1 - Le Faune Dansant (2004) 
Vol. 2 - Vlad (2006) 
Vol. 3 - Les Trois Singes (2007) 

More than 150,000 copies sold 
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Foreign Editions

I am Legion has been published in 11 languages:
English, Dutch, German, Italian, Chinese Japanese, Spanish, Polish,
Serbian, Turkish, and Brazilian
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Gregory and the Gargoyles
by D-P Filippi, J. Etienne and S. Camboni

The story

Gregory, a turbulent young lad, 
finds himself plunged into 17th
century in France thanks to a 

magical medallion. 

With the help of his friends the 
gargoyles, he discovers a whole 
new  world of adventures, filled 

with amazing and colorful 
characters. 
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Key Points 

• A world of thrilling adventures!
• Disney-like colors, graphics and touch.
• Warm characters who are easy for the reader to identify with.
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Books

Vol. 1 - Le voyageur (2003)
Vol. 2 - La clé du temps (2004)
Vol. 3 - Les gardiens (2005)
Vol. 4 - Phidias (2006)
Vol. 5 - Le double maléfique (2008)
Vol. 6 - Le livre des mages (2009)
Vol. 7 – La dernière porte (2012)

More than 300,000 copies sold
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Foreign editions

Gargouilles has been published in 
English, Chinese, Serbian, Valencian, 
Galician, Hebrew and Italian.

Volume 1 & 2  were published in the 
Italian magazine Il Giornalino with a 
print run over 60,000 copies.

The series was selected by France
Loisirs, the largest French book club, to
appear amongst their children
bestsellers catalogue.
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After Gargouilles, readers are invited to 
discover the adventures of  the teenager 
Gregory in a wild  and wonderful world full of 
surprises but also dangers… (4 volumes 
published so far) 

Filippi and Camboni confirm their storytelling 
skills once more. 

Le Monde des Ados, a key magazine of 
Fleurus Presse with a print run of 45,000 
copies, published vol. 1 in summer 2015.

The Hidden Worlds
by D-P Filippi & Silvio Camboni
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Spin offs



Carthago
By Christophe Bec, Henninot, Jovanovic & Bufi

The Carthago series follows a group of 
divers who delve into an unexplored 
ocean cave. There they are attacked by a 
megalodon, a ferocious, 25m long 
ancestor of the great white shark, 
thought to be extinct for centuries.

This discovery throws the ecological 
balance of the planet and the survival of 
humanity into question.

In the insatiable quest for natural resources, humans are searching 
further and deeper into the earth, threatening to unleash monsters 
thought to be long gone...
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Key Points 

• Breath-taking visuals from 
Henninot, Jovanovic & Bufi

• Fantastic scenario and jaw-
dropping suspense created 
by scriptwriter Christophe 
Bec. 

• A series with a scientific 
style and an ecological 
focus.

• Inspired by films such as 
Abyss and Jaws. 

• Use of scientific research to 
base the story firmly in 
reality.
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Vol. 1 – The Fortuna Island Lagoon (2007)
Vol. 2 – The Challenger Abyss (2009)
Vol. 3 – The Monster of Djibouti (2013)
Vol. 4 – The Koube Monoliths (2014)
Vol. 5 – The City of Plato (2016)
Vol. 6 – The Heiress of the Carpatians (2017)
Vol. 7 – The Kamtchatka Pit (2018)
Vol. 8 – Leviathan (2018)
Vol. 9 – The Centenary Pact (2019)
Vol.10 – The Abyss is Looking Inside You (2019)
Vol.11 – Kane (2020)
Vol.12 – Albinos (2021)
Vol.13 – Abzu est notre seul Dieu (…)

Books

More than 500,000 
copies sold
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Licensing 

The series was featured by France Loisirs, the largest French 
book club, in their comics’ bestsellers catalogue.

Carthago is published in 10 languages: 
English, Chinese, Dutch, German, Italian, Serbian, Spanish, 

Swedish, Polish and Bosnian



Carthago Adventures is a series of independent stories based 
around the characters of the Carthago series.

Bec ventures out of the oceans, to pit his characters against mythical 
creatures such as Bigfoot, Chipekwe, Aipaloovik and Amarok.

Six volumes released to date, with more to follow…

Carthago Adventures

Spin offs



Métal Hurlant is a French science
fiction comics magazine published by Les
Humanoïdes Associés from January 1975
to July 1987 and from July 2002 to
October 2004, with a last issue in 2006.

First created by Jean-Pierre Dionnet,
Druillet and Philippe Moebius, the
magazine’s success grew bigger and bigger
when it included the work of famous
artists such as Richard Corben, Enki Bilal,
Jean-Claude Forest, Frank Margerin or
Jacques Tardy.

History
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Métal Hurlant



Key Points

• Firstly dedicated to science fiction, Métal Hurlant also used the rock music 
and cinema of its time as a source of inspiration.

• Métal Hurlant became one of the most important magazines for adults, a 
sort of “laboratory” from which several masterpieces and many big names of 
contemporary comics authors have emerged.
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Heavy Metal, the American version inspired by the French magazine has been 
published since April 1977. The monthly sales exceeded 230,000 copies in the 
early 1980s.

There were also versions in Italian, Portuguese, Spanish and German.

The American magazine has inspired two films (Métal Hurlant in 1981 and 
Heavy Metal in 2000).

Foreign Editions
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A science fiction series recounting various independent stories linked by
the mysterious Métal Hurlant, a strange meteor that travels through
space and time, changing the destiny of those who cross its path.

The six 26-minutes-episodes are directly adapted from comics published
in the magazine. The first season was broadcasted on France 4 in
autumn 2012 and Nolife in 2013.

Métal Hurlant Chronicles 
The TV series
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French	director	Guillaume	Lubrano directed	this	
ambitious	series.

Although	he	was	relatively	new	in	his	field	- he	
had	produced	the	film	adaptation	of	the	game	
Counter	Strike - he	managed	to	gather	a	crew	of	
renowned	actors.

Famous	actors	like	Rutger Hauer	(Blade	Runner),	
James	Marsters (Buffy	the	Vampire	Slayer),	Joe	
Flanigan	(Stargate	Atlantis),	Scott	Adkins	
(Undisputed	2	&	3),	Michael	Jai	White	(Spawn)	or	
Kelly	Brook	(Smallville)	are	featured	in	the	series.	
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Métal Hurlant Chronicles 
Director & Actors



The six episodes of season 2 have already been
produced and debuted in Spring 2014 all around the
world.

The first episode of season 2, The Endomorphe,
features Michael Jai White, Michelle Lee, Darren
Shahlavi & Silvio Simac. Other episodes will feature
stars like Michael Biehn (Terminator, Alien), John
Rhys-Davies (Lord of the Rings, Sliders), Jimmy Jean-
Louis (Heroes, Arrow), Scott Adkins (Expendables 2,
Hercules 3D), James Marsters (Buffy), Dominique
Pinon (Amélie, Alien 4) & Lygie Duvivier.

Paris-based WE Productions, and Panini U.K. Media are
behind the sci-fi adventure series directed by Guillaume
Lubrano.
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Métal Hurlant Chronicles 
Season 2



Métal Hurlant is back!

69

Starting from September 2021, the 
legendary French comics magazine 
will with the first issue dedicated to 
near future anticipation. 

This copious 288-page magazine 
will take the form of a Mook and will 
gather 28 original stories by 50 
famous writers and artists including  
Mathieu Bablet, Ugo Bienvenu, 
Brian Michael Bendis, Fabien 
Vehlmann, Matt Fraction, Jeremy 
Perrodeau, Mark Waid, Alfred, 
Merwan, Pierre Van Hove, Roxane 
Lumeret, Berliac, Franck Biancarelli, 
Jaouen Salaun, Léo Quiévreux, Lee 
Hai, Tommi Parrish...

Not 
fin

al



Métal Hurlant is back!
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The idea of a return of Métal
Hurlant was born in 2020 from the 
meeting of Fabrice Giger, CEO and 
publisher of Humanoids, and 
Vincent Bernière, French journalist 
and comic book editor. Both put 
their skills and energy together in 
order to gather an exceptional team 
of editors and comic book artists.

A Quarterly Magazine, Two 
Concepts

Every other release, a vintage issue 
will also explore a theme and 
republish old material.

Not 
fin

al



Métal Hurlant is back!
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Here are some previews…



Humanoids’	digital	partners

YouScrib
e

Kindle SequencityKobo Iznéo

Google	Books Comixology iBook Kobo	
by	Fnac

BD	Buzz


